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ABSTRACT
Cloud computing gives a relevant and adaptable support for Big Data by the ease of use, access
to resources, low cost use of resources, and the use of strong equipment to process big data.
Cloud and big data center on developing the value of a business while reducing capital costs.
Big data and cloud computing, both favor companies and by cause of their benefit, the use of big
data growths extremely in the cloud. With this serious increase, there are several emerging risk
security concerns. Big data has more vulnerabilities with the comparison to classical database,
as this database are stored in servers owned by the cloud provider. The various usage of data
make safety-related big data in the cloud intolerable with the traditional security measures.
The security of big data in the cloud needs to be looked at and discussed. In this current paper,
my colleagues and me will present and discuss the risk assessment of big-data applications in
cloud computing environments and present some ideas for assessing these risks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, there has been an acceleration use of big data in cloud computing
environment, in several domains such as science, health, finance and government [2]. Cloud
computing provides an important support for big data by accessing to resources, low cost and the
usage of robust container to process big data. As the product big data needs to be stored in the
cloud, the cloud or the container of data needs many servers linked to each other to distribute the
computing tasks by using internet.
Cloud computing helps their users to use resources, access servers and store data based on
demand. Cloud computing provides rapid dynamic and cheap computing power. Big data in
cloud reduces the cost of operations since the companies do not have to buy their own product or
service and to manage servers in same time by them self.
Big Data is somewhat dependent on the cloud for the flexibility that it provides. The processing
of Big Data tools is then facilitated in an environment that can be adapted at will to optimize
analytical operations. In fact, the union between Cloud Computing and Big Data is becoming a
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good practice in the management of IT systems in many companies. The evolution of Big Data in
cloud computing naturally raises the question of data protection and privacy respect. This is the
biggest drawback of Big Data in cloud and the biggest challenge.
Big data and cloud computing, both favor companies and by cause of their benefit, the use of big
data generates extremely significant positive cash flows in the cloud. With this serious increase,
there are several emerging risk security concerns. Big data has more vulnerabilities with the
comparison to classical database, as this database are stored in servers owned by the cloud
provider. The various usage of data make protecting big data in the cloud intolerable with the
traditional security measures [1].
In order to build a comprehensive risk assessment methodology for big data in cloud computing,
a large literature review was conducted to identify all risk factors that may affect big data in
cloud computing and major related research. Literatures on risk assessment for big data in the
cloud are missing. Thus, additional effort must be employed in developing security risk
assessment of big data in cloud computing.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a global overview of big
data and cloud computing. Section 3 discusses and presents how big data and cloud computing
work well together. Section 4 discusses the several risks to address in cloud computing and big
data systems. Section 5 discuss risk assessment regarding big data in cloud computing and
Section 7 presents the discussion, conclusions and future work.

2. FUNDAMENTAL CONCEPTS
Actually, the use of latest technology is essential for diverse IT operations and various industries
such as big data, cloud computing, machine learning and IoT (Internet of things), for many of
their applications for efficient management of the company, several concepts and definitions are
discussed below [3].

2.1. Big Data
The concept of Big Data comes from a set of electronic operations from multiple data sources.
This technology requires very important processing power and high capacities for data analysis
and processing [7]. The importance of big data is focused in the analytical use of data, which
helps to generate a clear decision to deliver better and faster services [8].
Big data is becoming a major innovation force in the field of research. This paradigm can be
considered as a way to get and get appropriate information from large data set, providing
information on huge data loads. As such, companies see this paradigm as a tool for understanding
their customers, getting closer to them, finding patterns, and predicting trends. Additionally,
scientists see big data as a way to store and process huge sets of scientific data. This concept is a
hot topic for researchers and is expected to continue to gain popularity in the years to come.
The five different aspects used to describe big data are Volume, Variety, Velocity, Value and
Veracity [4]:


Volume is the amount of data coming from multiple sources, which show the huge data in
numbers, this huge data can be measured in Gigabytes is now measured in Zettabytes or
even Yottabytes. The volume is one of most evident dimension in big data characteristics.
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Variety is the data types, with the increase the number of Internet users in the world, data
has changed from structured data in databases to unstructured data that contains a large
number of formats such as images, audio and video clips, SMS, and GPS data [9].
Velocity is the speed of data process and accessibility from several sources. The huge
increase in data volume and their frequency requires the need for a system that ensures
super-speed data analysis.
Veracity is the quality of data; it shows the correctness of the data and the confidence in
the data content. The quality of the data stored can change greatly, which influences the
correctness of analysis. Although there is large agreement on the potential value of big
data, the data is almost meritless if it is not perfect [10].
Value is the value of big data, i.e. it indicates the importance of data after analysis. This is
because the data on its own is almost valueless. The value lies in aware analysis of the
precise data, the information and ideas it provides. The fifth characteristics of big data is
the final stage that can be provided after processing volume, velocity, variety, contrast,
validity and visualization [11]

2.2. Cloud Computing
Cloud computing is the realization of utility computing where the service provider implements
resources and the cloud costumer will pay as they use the resources. The user can access the
cloud via a thin client. Cloud also provides memory for a large number of data to store and allows
computation. Hence, many users can rely on a cloud as it reduces the infrastructure charge that
the user needs to invest [5], [6].
Cloud providers offer three several basic services: Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS); Platform as
a Service (PaaS); and Software as a Service (SaaS):
 Software as a service (SAAS): Cloud service providers offer different software applications
to users who can use them directly without installation of software application on their computer.
The user can adjust the settings and customizing the service as appropriate to his needs. SAAS
helps big-data clients to perform data.
 Platform as a service (PAAS): Cloud service providers provide platforms, tools and other
services to users, where the cloud service provider manages everything else, including the
operating system and middleware, with resources that enable you to deliver everything from
simple cloud-based apps to sophisticated.
 Infrastructure as a service (IAAS): Cloud service providers provide infrastructure such as
storage, computing capacity, etc. is a form of cloud computing that provides virtualized
computing resources over the Internet , In an IaaS model, a third-party provider hosts hardware,
software, servers, storage and other infrastructure components on behalf of its users [12][13].
 DaaS : It is the alternative cloud computing model, as it differs from traditional models like
(SAAS, IAAS, PAAS) in providing data to users through the network, as data is considered the
value of this model [14] in conjunction with cloud computing based on solving some of the
challenges in managing a huge amount of data. For these reasons, DaaS is closely related to big
data whose technologies must be utilized [15]. DaaS provides highly efficient methods of data
distribution and processing. DaaS is closely related to SaaS (storage as a service) and SaaS
(software as a service) which can be combined with one of these models or both of them [16].
must appear as close to their point of reference as satisfactory formatting of the final document
permits.
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3. BIG DATA IN CLOUD COMPUTING
In [19], the usage of big data and cloud computing have been studied from several important
aspects, and the authors have concluded that the relationship between them is complementary.
Because of this big link between them, a model was prepared to show the relationship between
them, and how much the both is compatible. Cloud computing can be considered as an
environment of flexible distributed resources that uses high techniques to process and manage of
data and yet reduces the cost. All these characteristics show that cloud computing has an
integrated and consolidated relationship with big data. The twice are moving towards rapid
progress to keep pace with progress in technology requirements and users. Big Data is somewhat
dependent on the cloud flexibility. The processing of Big Data tools is then facilitated in an
environment that can be adapted at will to optimize analytical operations.
Cloud computing and big data each go with the other, the first reason is that big data could
support a huge data storage capacity in the cloud system, the second reason is that cloud
computing uses different computing resources and storage for data analysis and processing. Thus,
with a Big Data application having calculation capacities, Big Data progresses and accelerates the
development of cloud computing. Distributed storage technology in environmental computing
helps manage big data [17]. In [18], the authors claimed that the use of big data in the cloud
makes data easily exposed. Cloud, which consists of many servers connected to each other.
Cloud and Big Data complement each other; cloud-based systems delivers high bandwidth,
immense amounts of memory, and scalable processing power to help Big Data applications with
enhanced real-time processing, storing and analyzing big volumes of data. Because of this
corresponding complementary of these two technologies, we need to couple each one to others
for our better technology’s future. Thus, big data and cloud computing are two compatible
concepts as cloud enables big data to be available, scalable and fault tolerant.

4. RISK ASSESSMENT REGARDING CLOUD COMPUTING AND BIG DATA
In the literatures, there are several research paper, and the authors discuss risk assessment from
various perspectives. In [20], a risk evaluation model is proposed to solve the dynamic and fuzzy
of security evaluation and to solve the problem of expert evaluation. In [21], a security risk
assessment algorithm is claimed to predict security risk level. In [22], risk assessment metrics
used to assess risk and continuous assessment techniques to ensure cloud service customers’ trust
on the security and privacy assurances of cloud service providers. In [23], risk assessment is
discussed to processes obtained with the deployment of different security controls to provide
automatic assessment of costs and risk factors. In [24], a systematic analysis of threats and
vulnerabilities are introduced in risk assessment to provide a better security. In [25], a
classification is used to segregate information based on the importance and level of protection
required to protect privacy. Finally, in [26] the trust and control are discussed to reduce risk of
cloud adoption.
While big data is a Swiss army knife that solves many of the current issues around high data
volumes, it is an ever-evolving field that is still developing and still has some problems. In this
section, we present some risks associated with Big Data.
Cloud computing has more than twenty biggest risks for digital enterprises.
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Table I. Cloud Risk’s Classification [27]
Cloud risk’s

Description
Relying strongly on the services of one provider can lead to severe
difficulties in changing the provider.
When using Cloud services, the CC necessarily cedes control to the CP
on a number of issues which may affect security
A CP can outsource parts of its production chain to third parties, or
even use other CPs as part of its service. This way, a potential for
cascading failures is created

Lock-in
Loss of governance
Supply chain failure
Conflicts
between
customer
hardening
procedures and cloud
environment
Social
engineering
attacks
Resource
exhaustion
(under
or
over
provisioning)
Isolation failure
Cloud
provider
malicious insider abuse of high privilege
roles
Management interface
compromise
(manipulation,
availability
of
infrastructure)
Intercepting data in
transit
Insecure or ineffective
deletion of data
Distributed denial of
service (DDoS)
Economic denial
service (EDoS)

of

Compromise of Service
Engine
Loss of Cryptographic
Keys
Non
Cloud-Specific
Network-Related
Technical Failures or
Attacks
Loss of Backups
Natural disasters
Subpoena
discovery

and

e-

Certain security measures of a CC may conflict with a CP’s
environment, making their implementation by the CC impossible.
Social engineering is understood to mean the art of manipulating
people into performing actions or divulging confidential information.
As Cloud services are on-demand services, there is the possibility that
the CP won’t be able to meet an increased demand in a certain shared
resource, or to maintain a given service level.
In shared environments, errors or attacks can lead to situations where
one tenant has access to another tenant’s resources or data.
Malicious insiders at the CP can cause various kinds of damage to a
CC’s assets.

The customer management interfaces of public cloud providers are
Internet accessible and mediate access to larger sets of resources
Whenever data is transferred between different computers or sites,
there is the possibility that the transfer can be intercepted
Deleting data from Cloud storage does not in fact mean that the data is
removed from the storage or eventual backup media.
Distributed Denial of Service attacks aim at overloading a resource
flooding it with requests from many sources distributed across a wide
geographical or topological area
As a consequence of attacks, poor budget planning, or
misconfigurations, the cost of a Cloud service can strain the financial
resources of a CC to an extent that the service is no longer affordable.
The service engine is a fundamental part of a Cloud service. A
compromise of the service engine will give an attacker access to the
data of all customers
The loss or compromise of cryptographic keys used for encryption,
authentication or digital signatures can lead to data loss, denial of
services, or financial damages
Cloud services can be affected by a number of network-related
technical failures that can also occur on classic IT settings.
The backups a CP makes of it’s customers’ data can get lost, damaged,
or the physical media on which the backup is stored can get stolen.
Natural disasters like flooding, earthquakes, tsunamis can affect the
infrastructure of a CP.
Law enforcement authorities may ask operators of IT infrastructures to
provide information pertaining to criminal cases, or information may
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Cloud risk’s

Description
have to be provided during civil lawsuits.

Risk from changes of
jurisdiction
Data protection risks
Licensing Issues
Intellectual
Issues

Property

When data is stored or processed in a data centre located in a country
other than the CC’s.
Processing data in another country may incur difficulties regarding data
protection legislation
Violating a software supplier’s licensing agreements can result in
significant financial penalties or disruptions of service.
Both in the Cloud and when using certain software and service
environments within the own infrastructure.

There are the five biggest risks that big data presents for digital enterprises.
Table II. Big Data Risk’s Classification[28]
Big data risk’s

Description
Big data is highly versatile. It comes from number of sources and in
number of forms.

Unorganized data
Data storage
retention

and

Cost management
Incompetent
analytics
Data privacy

This is one of the most obvious risks associated with big data.
The process of storing, archiving, analyzing, reporting and managing big
data involves costs.
Without proper analytics, big data is just a pile of trash lying unnecessarily
in your organization.
With big data, comes the biggest risk of data privacy.

Literatures on risk assessment for big data in the cloud computing are lacking. Thus, we need to
put more efforts on it so that we can adopt and use the big data even though they are hosting in
the cloud environment.

5. SYNTHESIS AND DISCUSSION
In the literature mentioned below, there are no research paper that presents a clear and detailed
solution or model in risk assessment for big data in cloud computing.
Risk assessment for big data in cloud computing is one of a primary role in safety-critical
business, in order to implement the control measures necessary to ensure an acceptable level of
safety industries. However, it faces a series of general challenges, in part related to technology
development and increasing needs. The corresponding models, theories, technologies and
methods of traditional risk assessment have been hard to deal with the huge amount of data and
information generated by the advancement of modern technologies. New related technologies
need further research and improvement.
There is currently a need for a dynamic risk assessment to identify and analyze all potential
events that may negatively affect the business environment. Therefore, dynamic risk assessment
relies on experience, training and continuing education and the definition of techniques to process
relevant data, which must be used with adaptable capacity to deal with unforeseen events and
provide the right support to enable risk assessment. Through this work, we propose a risk
assessment model for Big Data in cloud computing based on machine learning, in particular a
deep learning model.
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The proposed model is a machine learning software that can assess huge amounts of data using
the most appropriate methods in mathematics for company objective. This solution assesses all
the probable risk factors as well as their features and analyse each of them depending on the
probability of occurrence so that companies can righty act to prevent any possible damage.
This model will help companies to deliver appropriate support for safety-related decision-making
and propose the adapted security measures in an automatic and reactive way.

6. CONCLUSIONS
With the increase use of data on a daily base, big data systems have become one of major force of
innovation that provides a way in managing information. Cloud environments strongly control
big data solutions by providing adapted environments to big data systems.
Although big data in cloud computing is powerful systems that enable both enterprises and
further research to develop and enhance, there are some concerns relating risk assessment that
need further and real investigation and discussion. Additional effort must be employed in
developing risk assessment security mechanisms for big data in cloud computing. Further
research must be employed in near time to tackle this risk assessment security problem.
Regarding this particular area, we are planning to use adaptable mechanisms in order to develop a
solution for implementing a risk assessment model at several dimensions of big data systems
running on cloud environments. In this current paper, we provided an overview of big data,
cloud computing, big data in cloud environments, highlighting its complementary and its solid
relationship and showing that both technologies work very well together but also presenting the
challenges faced by the two technologies mainly in security risk assessment.
In the future work , we will present the risk assessment model for big data in cloud computing,
the proposed model will based on deep learning to predict the different risks relating each
environment and propose the adapted security measures in an automatic and reactive way.
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